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Chapter 1683 Idlers Avoid

Can’t come.

These four words seem to have some kind of magic power, although they are
very light, they still spread to the ears of everyone present.

The people at the scene were collectively stunned.

They were stunned for a few seconds before they recovered and looked at
Wiliam in disbelief.

Does Wiliam know what he is talking about?

That is Beihe, the Six-Factor, who hates martial arts.

It is said that being wiped out by the whole family will be wiped out by the whole
family?

It’s a fantasy!
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If the six methods are so fragile, is it still called the six methods?

I am afraid that one of the three top heavens will be dispatched, and they will not
be able to destroy one of the six methods in an instant!

Even if San Dingtian is dispatched at the same time, it will take some time.

But is it possible?

Three Heavens!

dispatched at the same time?

Where did Wiliam’s face come from?

It’s simply impossible.

Some of you know that Wiliam has a brother who is also in Six Dharma.

But the care that can be given to Wiliam is very limited.
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The last time Liu Lang came forward, he only restricted that person from the Six
Dharma so that he would not dare to act recklessly.

Destroying a sect may be possible in the future, but Liu Lang can’t do it now!

Zhao Qingyu laughed out loud, looking at Wiliam like a fool.

He couldn’t complain for a while.

It’s really ridiculous. It’s ridiculous that there are loopholes all over the body.
People want to scold and insult, and they feel that they can’t say good words.

“Boy, do you know what you’re talking about? You know what you said, even if
you don’t die today, you’ll be smashed to pieces tomorrow?” Zhao Qingyu
gradually calmed down and said in a playful tone.

To dare to curse the Six Dharmas to extinction is already a capital offense.

“Really? Then you can contact me and try again.” Wiliam smiled while recovering
his strength.

try it?

Zhao Qingyu didn’t even want to try it.

Such a ridiculous statement, do you want to try it?

Doesn’t it prove that he believes this kid’s words?

“Forget it, I guess you’re not interested, so just wait. Let’s see if your people
come first, or if I recover my strength and send you to hell together.” Wiliam said
with a relaxed expression.

And this look gradually made Zhao Qingyu’s heart shudder.

What the hell is this kid doing?

It’s obviously nonsense, but why do you say that?

He clearly knew that he would be dead in front of Beihe Yanwu in the future, how
dare he say it?

Are you procrastinating?

Not right either!

If I say procrastination, I am procrastinating now.



I’m going to delay until the people who hate the martial arts in Beihe come to kill
the enemy and save me.

But why does he have to procrastinate?

For a time, Zhao Qingyu’s forehead was full of doubts.

But what can he do?

He is now like a little lamb, entering the pack of wolves.

The people around him had already surrounded him, and he was not allowed to
escape at all.

The reason why they didn’t dare to touch him was just because everyone was
afraid of Beihe’s hatred of martial arts.

Right now, Zhao Qingyu is in a dilemma.

And the people at the scene were all confused.

No one knows what Wiliam is going to do.

Now they want to escape, they are afraid they can’t help Wiliam.
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After all, running away shows that he doesn’t believe Wiliam’s words.

Don’t run away, and I’m afraid that Beihe people who are tired of martial arts will
really come and slaughter everyone.

This dilemma feels really bad.

Obviously, only Wiliam was relaxed at the scene.

Su Emei’s teeth were itching with anger.

Why is this kid more and more like Lin Jiang!

It’s heartbreaking to die!

At this time, Su Emei suddenly smelled a strange smell, like a blessing to the soul.

“What’s the taste?” Su Emei couldn’t help but ask.
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“What’s the smell?” The person beside her immediately asked Su Emei.

Su Emei frowned, but when he smelled it carefully, he found that he couldn’t
smell anything.

“Why do I seem to smell that stinky boy Lin Jiang? Could it be that I was scolding
him in my heart just now?” Su Emei muttered to himself.

The taste of Lin Jiang…

The people at the scene looked at this peerless beauty with strange eyes.

Su Emei’s pretty face blushed slightly, just as she was about to explain something,
she suddenly came out of the trough again.

“I just said I smelled that dead ghost!” Su Emei suddenly pointed in the air and
shouted.

Everyone looked up.

I saw the pitch-black sky, as if it had been cut by something, from far to near.

It’s just that what exactly was scratched, everyone can’t see clearly for a while.

Because that is something darker than black.

Soon, everyone knew what it was.

A fierce black light shot straight at them from the sky.

In addition to the black light, there is a kind of black mist.

“What is it?” Everyone couldn’t react for a while.

Su Emei said helplessly: “That should be Lin Jiang’s evil sword.”

Demon sword on evil?

Many people are not very familiar with this name.

However, Wiliam raised his head to look at the sky, showing a sudden realization.

Wiliam knew Shangxie very well.

After all, at the Fist of Evil Centennial Ceremony, he had a battle with him, and
the long live Yaolian and Shangxie were inseparable.
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“Second brother is not here.” Wiliam said lightly.

“Isn’t he here? What about his sword? I’m surprised. He shouldn’t have time to
retreat yet.” Su Emei asked suspiciously.

“You’ll know when you look at it.” Wiliam said with a smile.

I saw Shang Xie crossed the top of their heads and suddenly plunged into a ruin
not far away.

Soon, the sword was in ruins.

But in the next second, he rushed out of the ruins again.

brought the same thing.

Seeing such a thing, the people at the scene called out in unison.

“Bone withered!”

Shang Xie already had a somewhat broken sword on his body.

It is all bones withered.

I never thought that the withering of the bones would not turn into powder in
one of Wiliamshen’s steps just now, it is really a divine sword!

“Put it down!” Zhao Qingyu’s expression changed instantly.

However, when he was about to rush out, he was stopped by the crowd.

Shang Xie flew back into the sky with Wan Bone Destroyed, hovered for a
moment, and flew towards Wiliam as if he had remembered something.

Soon, the body that had been withered out of ten thousand bones gave off some
bright red light.

The red light flew towards Wiliam.

The long live demon lotus on Wiliam’s body also started to run automatically and
rose into the air.

The red light was immediately enveloped by the Long Live Demon Lotus and
disappeared.

And the appearance of half bones and half hearts has changed again.

Changed back to the previous skull.



Then Shang Xie rushed to the sky with such a dead body and disappeared in front
of everyone’s eyes.

The people at the scene were puzzled for a while, what the hell is this?

Zhao Qingyu on the side was about to clench his teeth.

This is the treasure of their sect, and it was taken away like this!

“You guys! You’re all going to die! You’re all going to die!” Zhao Qingyu didn’t
care about his face, and sat on the ground again, as if he was communicating with
Beihe’s dislike of martial arts.

But in the next second, his pupils shrank dramatically, and the seven orifices
slowly oozing blood!

A desolate and majestic voice was imprinted directly in his mind, and even came
out of his mind, spreading to every corner of the scene!

“Wiliam works!”

“Idlers avoid!”
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